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Section - A
Which one of the following states is not connected with the H.V.J. Pipeleine?

(a) Madhya Pradesh  (b) Maharashtra  (c) Gujarat  (d) Uttar Pradesh

1

Villages are connected to a major town through which scheme of roads?

(a) MNREGA  (b) PMGSY  (c) SJGRY  (d) AAY

1

Which is the principal mode of transportation for freight and passengers in India?

(a) Airways  (b) Roadways  (c) Railways  (d) Waterways

1

Which is the biggest natural port in India?

(a) Chennai  (b) Tuticorin  (c) Marmagoa  (d) Mumbai

1

Which is the terminal station of east-West Corridor?

(a) Mumbai and Nagpur  (b) Nagpur and Siligudi  (c) Mumbai and Kolkata  (d) Silcher and probandar.

1

Which one of the following means of transport is used for carrying solids in slurry form? 

(a) Trucks  (b) Railway  (c) Pipelines  (d) Ships

1

Which port has been developed as a subsidiary port to retrieve the growing pressure on the Kolkata port?

(a) Haldia  (b) Para deep  (c) Kandla  (d) Tuticorin

1

Which one of the following state is not connected with the HVJ pipeline?

(a) Madhya Pradesh  (b) Maharashtra  (c) Gujarat  (d) Utter Pradesh

1

who maintain the national highways? 1

Who construct and maintain Boarder Roads in India? 1

Section - B
What are state highways? Who construct and maintains it? 2

Explain any four major problems faced by Indian Railways. 2

Name three National waterways of our country. 2

Define international trade. Why it is considered as economic barometer of a country? 2

Write a short note on the Golden Quadrilateral and the North-South and East-West Corridors. 2

How are transport and communication complementary to each other? Give examples. 2

What are rural roads? What special provisions have been made recently for this categories of roads? 2

Mention the names of the three National Waterways in India. 2

Name the means of communication. 2
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Name the refineries in the following states: 

Uttar Pradesh 

Bihar 

Haryana

2

Section - C
(i) Why are the means of transportation and communication called the lifelines of a nation and its economy? 

(ii) Write a note on the changing nature of the international trade in the last fi�een years.

5

Explain any four reasons why a dense and e�icient network of transport and communication is a pre-requisite

for trade of today.

5

Describe any five points of importance of mass communication. 5

What are the factors that cause heavy damage to the railways? 5
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